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Do you know how to combine precise technology with demanding field applications? ACULON W10 binoculars are
waterproof and covered with rubber, making them ideally suited for those who lead an active lifestyle. It does not matter
if your hobby is trekking or camping, whether you go to outdoor events or stadium concerts, or maybe you are a fan of
sports events - these small and light binoculars will work great during any entertainment outside the home. As with the
ACULON T01 series, ACULON W10 binoculars are also equipped with multi-layered anti-reflective coatings, 21mm
objective lenses, and 8x or 10x magnification for an extremely clear and contrasting image. It is optical equipment at a
very affordable price - the ACULON W10 is part of the Nikon range of affordable optical devices designed for active
leisure. Characteristics 1 â€¢ light, pocket-sized design makes it very handy â€¢ lenses with multi-layered anti-reflective
coatings provide a bright image â€¢ a larger focusing ring allows for smooth focusing â€¢ rotatable-sliding rubber eyecups
make it easier to attach the binoculars to the eyes at a distance appropriate for proper vision. â€¢ reliable, comfortable,
rubberized grip â€¢ sports construction with one joint â€¢ water resistance (up to 1 m deep for 10 minutes) and anti-fog
protection thanks to nitrogen filling Technical parameters â€¢ magnification: 8x â€¢ Lens diameter: 21 mm â€¢ angled field of
view: 6.3 ° â€¢ linear field of view at 1000 m: 110 m â€¢ Exit pupil diameter: 2.6 mm â€¢ offset of exit dust: 10.3 mm â€¢
distance between the glasses: 56 - 72 mm â€¢ water resistance: yes â€¢ minimum focusing distance: 3 m â€¢ sharpening
system: central dial + tuning in the right eyepiece â€¢ rotating and sliding shells: yes â€¢ optic coatings: multilayer (MC) â€¢
water resistance: yes (o-rings + nitrogen filling) â€¢ dimensions: 87 x 110 x 34 mm â€¢ weight: 215 g Warranty 10 years
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